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informants disclosed 
incensistent withholdings 

@nadequate searches « 8.0. and ETEG 

Attached 62+100060"4885 relates to Prentiss Davis and Jean Adams Andrews. 

The covering HO airtel for the LEM discloses, after initial suggestion of withholding 

by the analyst, of Piling in 5.0. ag 137-2609, xnerons the scurces is obliterated in 

the text. The obliteration dees not appear to be of fr. Davis’ name. 

Normally the filed offices have records of information not included in LHM's 

intended for distribution. IT recall uo such information in 2.0. records prowided. 

The LAK has an illegible notatien on the right side, where duplicate filings age 

customarily indlested. I believe this indicates another FSIEQ filing, not provided. 

This Davis appears to have been a crivdnn) informant of the 1.0. field of Sies, 

The LEM states that he knows Andrews, who ie a lawyer Oswald consulted in New Orleans 
and is the one whe brought attention to tho nawe of Clay Bertrend, which figured in 

the Warren and “arrison investigations and the Clay Shaw prosecution. 

A Davis of similer but apparently net identical name appeavs in Warren Commission 

records as indrews' investigater. However, consultation with the New Orleans phone 

book for og period of the record discleses that there is no Listing identical with 

the nege in the Coumission reconds but after the name of Prentias Davis, of the seme 

acdress in the LOK, appears an agcurate deseription of the one who wis the andrews ine 

vestigator, Sgt. This tends to suggest rather strongly that the FI's informant was 

also andrews’ investigater. 

While ordinarily this aight appear to have no special sigalficanes several factors 

‘eve significant. One is that if andrews’ investigator wes an FRI syubolied informant 

. this fact was not disclosed to the Commicsdone 4nother is that the recomis provided to 

the Commission by the FHI have the intent of making it eppear that Davis undermined 

Andrews’ credibility, which the FEI alse undertook to de in other ways then and since. 

StLLL another is that the New Crleans vocomwis provided do not include all Davis informa



thon, as of the tine of the Commission and “arrison periods. 

these and other factore add significance te the special ume the FRI made of the 

internation it attributed te the Andrews investiomtor, exk onking it appear to the 

Commiseion that when andrews was under normal sedation at « hospital he was under 

extreorlinary sedation sand did net imo what he was telidne abént in statine/thet he 

was asked by Uiny Bertrand te represent Coweld end tint Oswald had never pougtit legal 

ascistence from Andrews.in fact the FRI had confirmation from another lawyer and I 

hawe imberviewed kin en’ Andrews on thts. 

Moreover, there are solid sndetaftontions of the existenes of a Ulay Bertrand or 

of one using that neme in recoris I have, not used oy the Commission, but I have no 

recenis of the 7i's efforts to follow thet up or of its drawing togrther at any oYee 

point or in any one report all references te a Clay Sertrand, Given the significance 

of these facts ani of the fact thet the FRL did heve reports thet Clay Shaw was Slay 

Bertrand and that the descriptions of their sexual preferences, homosexuality, are 

th: same, and what frox personal lmovledge I lmow to be the case, thet Andrews’ lew 

specialties incliied handling the cases of homosexuals, I believe this can be a singi~ 

ficant matter ani that it justifies a uch more diligent search than the recoris 

provided reflect. 

in 8 geperete apes] I am providing you with furtiier informiticn bearing om this 

and Skew and on dnproper withhelding of whatoams also disciosed, The nature of the 

entimely mjuatifieble withholdings in these records,vwhich 1 will explain, tends to 

add iopertance te this appeal end te the purposes of sore PRI withhel@ings thet are 

entirely outside any exemption ef the Act.


